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22. On a Fourier Invariant Distribution Space

By Hideo YAMAGATA
(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., March 12, 1962)

1. According to the theory of distributions by L. Schwartz,
the Fourier transform of any tempered distribution (element of the
space (S’)) is defined as another tempered distribution. [1 Now a
question arises from this fact. Let (D’) denote the space of distri-
bution defined by L. Schwartz. Let (Z’) denote the space which is
obtained from (D’) by Fourier transform. [4 The question is the
following:

"Is the space (S’)the furthest Fourier invariant distribution
space in the space (D’), or not?" In another word, "Is there any
distribution space which is invariant with respect to Fourier trans-
form, is contained in the space (D’) and contains the space (S’), or
not ?"

In this paper we show an affirmative answer to this question in
the following manner:

In 2 we define the space (D’) (Z’) which includes the space (S’)
and does not equal to (S’). This space is invariant for Fourier trans-
form and is contained in the space (D’). In 3 we construct an
element of the space (D’) 1 (Z’) [ (S’). In 4 we construct an element
of the space (D’)(Z’)(S’) which is an entire function.

2. The notations and the definitions.
Let L. denote a linear complete topological space, and let

denote its topology.
Let (D) and (S) denote the function spaces defined by L. Schwartz.

Let (Z), S, S and S denote the function spaces defined by Gelfand
and Silov. [4 Namely the space (Z) is the Fourier transform of the
space (D), and the other spaces are defined as follows:

S.= {; xfz(q)(x) ]<_ CqAk, (S)},
S={; x(q)(x) -CBqqq, e (S)},

and S-- {; x(q)(x) <_CABqkqq,
where the constants A, B, C, Cq and C depend on .

Let SF denote the function space S-[_JS0 and let S denote the
function space S [_J.S. About the exact definitions of S., S, S, SF,
and S, see [4 and [6.

Let r(A)< r(B) denote that the topology of the space B is stronger
than the topology of the space A.

Let r(A):r(B) denote that the topology of B is equivalent to
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the topology of A.
We can see easily that the following Lemma holds.
Lemma 1. If L. satisfies the following relations;
1 (D)L(S), (1’) r((D))> r(L)> r((S)),

( 2 (Z)L.(S), (2’) v((Z)): v{,[..)
then L. has the following properties;

a ) (D’)L.(S’), (b) (Z’)L(S’),
(c) The Fourier transform 3(L.) of the space L. satisfies the

condition (1), (1’), (2), (2’), where the topology r((L.)) is given similar
as in 1, 4.
Moreover if L. also satisfies the following conditions;

(3) (D) is dense in the space L.,
(4) (Z) is dense in the space L.,

then (L) also satisfy the conditions (3), (4).
Definition 1. {(D’)(Z’)}= U.L., where U.,L is the join of all

spaces which satisfy the conditions (1), (1’), (2), (2’), (3) and (4) in
Lemma 1.

Definition 2. Let {(D’) (Z’)}v denote all the sequences of distri-
butions (e(S’)) which are convergent in the topology (D’) and in the
topology (Z’), too.

We understand Definition 1 or Definition 2 as the definition
of (D’) (Z’).

The precise meaning of the space (D’)(Z’)(S’) in 1 is
{(D’) (Z’)}, (S’) {(D’) (Z’)}.

3. According to the Theorem 2 in 6, there exists a function
0 such that belongs to the space So and does not belong to SF. We
can assume this function F0 has carrier in 0, 1 without loss of
generality. Using this function 0 we construct the following func-
tion o and distribution To.

(1) The construction of the sequence.
Since 0 does not belong to SF, the inequality x0q)(x) [_<_ CABqq,

(k, q:0, 1, 2,...) is not satisfied. Namely for all fixed A, B, C, fl, there
exist integers k, q such that Maxx [x(q)(x)[>_CABqq’q. Taking A> 1,
it follows that Max 0q)(x)[_>CBqqEq.

Now we select two sequences {B} and {fl} which satisfy the
following relations:

B<B<Ba<... limB=
Corresponding these sequences we select sequence {q} defined by

the equality q=q(fl, B)--Minq {q; Maxx I()I>CBqqq}.
We construct the sequence {aq} (q= 1, 2,...) by the following way:

aq-- Min {1/Max (q)(x) [, 1/CBq+qq+} for q< q q/.
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We denote ,/qq by aq, (q-0, 1,2,...).
(2) Let To be the distribution -=0ar., where r is the

translation of the length 2q to the positive sense.
(3) Let o=%0ar()f?o where the length s(q) of the trans-

lation is decided by the condition such that ((r()), (r(v0)} takes
the maximum value.

4 Let Lro denote the space of the functions ff e (S) which satisfy
the condition lim T’ff

5 Let V(k, m, z, s., {T}) denote the neighbourhood in Lr0 which
satisfy the conditions;

for any order of derivations Plm.
We easily see that Lro is a complete linear topological space,

(S)_Lr0(D) and (S)Lro_(Z).
We are now ready to some Lemmas.
Lemma 2. (D) is dense in the space Lr0.
Proof. Let fin(x) denote the following functions; Ofln(X)l,

fl,(x) e C and fl(x)-{0 for
1 for IxI.<_n

Let f be a function in the space Lr0. Then /9,.(a)f(D)and
lim fln(X)f--f in Lr0. (Q.E.D.)

Lemma 3. (Z) is dense in the space Lr0.
Proof. Take a function 9eS, (Z) (a)> 1) which satisfy the

condition J’9(x)dx--q=O, then satisfies the following inequalities;

]x(q(x) I_<CBqAk" for q--0, 1, 2,..., k--0, 1, 2,....
For any function f e(D), we construct the sequence {f(x)} by the
following form; f-- f(a).9(mx)/mO (m-- 1, 2, 3,...). Then there exist
a positive constant M, a positive integer K which has the property
f(x)--O for xl>K, and a sequence of positive number {zt0} such
that the following inequality is satisfied,

lim ( T,f--f}
-,= Mink MCBnAk"m

The foregoing inequality takes the following form for k--2n;
]lim (T,f--f}l MCB"A’n(2n)n"mn-an/O{m(n--K+ 1)}" + eK. So

we can see that the following equality lira lim (T,f--f} ]--0. Using

this result and Lemma 2, we see easily that Lemma 3 holds.
Remark: In 4 we construct an example To which is an entire

function. We obtain Lemma 2, 3 also in such a case.
Lemma 4. To belongs to the space (D’) and (Z’).
Proof. Since To is a locally finite sum of (q) (q-0,1,2,...), To

belongs to (D’).
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Let be a bounded set of (Z), then we can express by the
following form; 3= {;Ix(q)(x)l CBq}, where B is a constant.

So, I’(q)(x)l CoBq for q=0, 1, 2,.... For constant B, there exists
number B/ such that the inequality 2B/B/ holds.

For any q which is larger than q,
the inequality aqCoBq

__
/oo/2%/qqi/’ holds.

So oqCoBql/2 for sufficiently large q.
Hence [(T0,
Since in the space (Z’), a linear bounded functional is a linear

continuous functional similarly in the space (D’), To belongs to the
space (Z’). lJ

From Lemma 4, we see that Lr0 satisfies the condition (1’) (2’)
in Lemma 1.

Lemma 5;. The function o belongs to the space (S).
Proof. For any integer k, there exist Bl/l and flt+l such that

both the inequalities B/24 and fl/2k are satisfied.
For any fixed integer k and any q such that satisfy qMax (2, q),

we can see the following inequality holds;
a(2q+

On the other hand we see

X

where aq(x) {--_ qqO fOrfor 0x<0.Ex-2q<2 (q non negative integer)

can also see Xaq(X) MaXx](x) g[(2q+2)aq]M(P)We

for 2qg x< 2q+ 2, where M(P) Maxx ?)(x) ].
Hence

limIxg’)(x)IglimI(2q+2)+aq M(.P)/(2q+2)lim 1/(2q+2) 0.

So 0(x) belongs to the space (S).
Lemma 5. (To,o does not converge.
Proof. (To, o) ( {=oaqrq(q)}, {=0 arq)e0}) =o(aqrqq),

r(q)o). Since (aqr2qq), rq)o)=l, (T0,0) does not converge.
Theorem 1. (S’) (D’) (Z’).
Proof. From Lemmas 4, 5, 6, T0 e [(D’) (Z’)}r (S’).

From Lemmas 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, T0 e {(D’) (Z’)}, (S’). Hence To e (D’)

4. Hereafter we use the following entire function;

O()-ex {--(k)}/K, where K= ex {--(k)} g.

Let {k; =0, 1,2,...} denote the integer sequence which has the
following roerties;
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( 1 Max I3){o(x),p(x)}l>_(1--(1/(i+2))) Max 3(x)(x)[,
( 2 k>{(i+3)!}ii,
(3) ( x l/n(i 2) for ]>nx {0( ),(x)} < + Ix

Let’s construct the series E(x)- (q). a (q x:0-,- (x))-E=0 (x q()).
Lemma 7. E(x) is a.n entire function.
Proof. yp(x)-3y exp {--(kqx)}/K=3{3(Z-) exp {--(kqX)}/g}

p3{Pq_(x) exp {--(kqx)}} -{3Pq_(x)--2kqx q_(x)} exp {--(kqX)}
where Pq_(x) is a polynomial whose order is q-1.
So, from the property (2) of k we see

3Y)pq(X) 2q(kq)qql [xq[ exp[--(kqX)} for [x]2.
If (x+iy) is contained in an arbitrary compact set A, then

:( (+iy))
+=+12q(kq)q] (2q) 1-- ((x+iy)/2q)[q exp [-- k(x-- 2q) +iy}
5orq(3Y)pq(x+ iy)) +=+(kq)qq] qq4 exp {--k(2q)/2}

for sufficiently large K.
Using the Stirling’s formula, we see
=+(kq)qq] qq4 exp [--k(2q)/2} <=+(2kqq)q exp {-k(2q)/2}

for sufficiently large K, q.
Since log [(2kq)q exp {-2kqq)/2}-2q log (2kqq)--((2kqq)/2)

=2q[log (2kqq)--(kq(2kqq)/2)<--q for sufficiently large q.
=+l(2kqq)q exp [--(2kqq)/2}<=+ exp (--q)

for sufficiently large K.
Hence we can see that

Since a series of entire functions =oaqrq((q)*pq(X)) converges
uniformly in an arbitrary compact set, .E(x) is an entire function.

Lemma 8. E(x) belongs to the space (D’)(Z’).
Proof. We easily see that E(x) belongs to (D’), since E(x) is

an entire function.
We prove next that E(x) belongs to (Z’).

;E(x). (x)}-(E:oq(x (x)).

for (x) e (Z).
Using the property (1) of k for eB in Lemma 4, we see that the
following inequality y)p(x),_,(x)I = p(),r_(,() CoB, holds.

Hence by the same way as Lemma 4 in , we see that E(x)e(Z’).
Lemma 9. E(x) does not belong to (S’).
Proof. Consider the inner product (E(x), o} for the function

0 in , then we see that the following equality

+ qqt(r2q*(q)*Pkq, Ts(q,)*O} holds.
q q@qr
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From the property (3) of k:, we see that ]aa[ are uniformly bounded
for any q q’, and i(T2q(q)*Pkq, Vs(q,)Po} I1/(q+2),7=1/i.

q=q

q qq

[Maxlge)(x)[(1--(1/(q+ 2)))/Max pT)(x) (1--(1/(q+2))).

So the series = q)Oq2q *Pq, r,(q)po) does not converge.
Hence (N(), o) does not converge i.e. N() does not belong to

Theorem 2. The space (D’) ( (Z’) ] (S’) contains an entire
function.

Proof. From Lemmas 7, 8, 9, E’(x) {D’) (Z’)}FI (S’)c.
By the same method as in Lemmas 2, 3, and by the result of Lemmas
7, 8, 9, E(x) {(D’) ] (g’)}, (S’).

Hence E(x) (D’) (g’) (S’).
Lemma 10. ]p(x) ]1.

f exp (-)/K a-f exp (--kx)/K dx-1.
mm . .q(<),(x)) g]s .
Poo. .:(),p(x)) ]-[ . (),(x)) . [. p(x)

Theorem 3. The space (D’) (Z’) (S’) contains an entire
function E(x) whose Fourier transform E(x) is also an entire
function.

Proof. Let’s consider the function E(x)--7=oaqqWx pq(x)).
From Theorem 2, E(x) is an entire function. Since 1/aqq for
suciently large q, it follows from Lemmas 10, 11 that E(x) is also
an entire function.

E(x) and E(x) belong to (D’) (Z’) (S’).
Hence the consequence of Theorem 3 is obtained.
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